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Killer VARs: Be nimble, be quick

As the 2014 VAR 100 catered to increasingly sophisticated 
customers requiring equally complex consulting 
services, this year’s Killer VARs all played to their 

greatest, customer-serving strengths.
Emerging from the pack of impressive technology 

consultancies and resellers, these VARs are notable for 
their impressive growth or recent ascension to the list. 
Fueling their success are clear, foundational strategic plans, 
investments in the future of the cloud, and a little bit of 
educated improvisation. 

Not so traditional
McGladrey
Chicago

Top 5 firm McGladrey’s technology and management 
consulting practice reported more than 46 percent growth in 

revenue over last year, which principal and national ERP/CRM 
leader Steve Ems credits to not being a “traditional VAR.”

Instead,  McGladrey aims for diversification and flexibility 
in client relationships, going beyond mere selling and 
implementation of their software portfolio, which includes 
NetSuite and Microsoft Dynamics. 

“Products are a means to meet particular business needs and 
objectives, which is our approach in dealing with clients,” Ems 
shared. “We have the subject matter expertise.”

While finding these experts continues to prove challenging, 
as it has for all resellers, McGladrey has made a more 
concerted effort to “hire young, smart” consultants that they 
can train and certify to join a pool of talent that grew 27 
percent this year.

It’s a group that also expanded in breadth of knowledge, as 
McGladrey recently combined its technology and management 
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consulting practices into one holistic unit. “They meet with 
clients and cull the true value out of the system, the business 
process implementation, strategy, execution, product 
management,” Ems explained. “All those things create a solid 
team approach.”

The assimilation has not been without the typical growing 
pains, which Ems views pragmatically. “It’s less of a challenge 
and more of an opportunity, the integration of the technology 
management consulting team into the traditional ERP 
deployments,” he said. “The individuals who are part of 
management consulting are a phenomenal group of people 
with unbelievable industry experience.”

Leveraging their knowledge with Dynamics CRM and 
NetSuite’s cloud offerings, these teams have recently targeted 
private equity prospects in an initiative that McGladrey 
started three to four years ago. “On the technology side, 
over the last year and half, we’ve had some solid traction,” 
Ems said. “It’s an area where we’ve worked on the brand 

and created awareness around the services and depth of 
capabilities as private equity groups look for single-source 
companies to manage various proposals.”

McGladrey’s suite of services come from significant, and 
continued, investments in the cloud, as a longtime, award-winning 
Microsoft Dynamics partner, and a three-year partner with NetSuite 
(which named McGladrey its 2014 Worldwide Solution Provider 
Partner of the Year). McGladrey continues to add new capabilities, 
like infrastructure as a service, private cloud hosting, and cloud-
based financial advisory and accounting services. 

“We’re also looking to Microsoft for cloud strategy going 
forward, and not just ERP,” Ems said, outlining a future that 
remains strong in strategic vision but adaptable in execution. 
“Going forward, it’s critical to keep on the path with a defined 
strategy and executing on it. … We [also] have flexibility, as 
we continue to evaluate new options as it relates to overall 
services and product offerings. … I’m more excited about 
today and the future.”
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